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Problem 1

Using WageData.dta from the course website, please run the following regression:

log(wage) = β0 + βEducEduc+ βEduc2Educ
2 + u

Here, wage is the monthly wage and Educ is years of education.

a. Suppose I claim that the returns to education are not constant in education. What is the prob-
ability that I'm wrong?

Code:
gen educ2 = educ*educ
reg lwage educ educ2

Answer:

For the returns to education to be constant, a one year increase of education should always
be associated with the same increase in log wage, regardless of the initial number of years of
education (i.e. the relationship between education and log wage must be linear). In this case,
the coe�cient on the squared term, βEduc2 , would not be statistically di�erent from 0. Our null
and alternative hypotheses would be:
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H0: βEduc2 = 0
HA: βEduc2 6= 0

The probability that the claim "the returns to education are not constant in education" is wrong
(i.e. that the alternative hypothesis is wrong) is simply the p-value on β̂Educ2 . As can be seen
in the Stata output this is .349 or 34.9%.

b. Please solve for the value of education at which the returns to additional education are zero. Is
this a maximum or minimum? Why?

Answer: To answer this, we need to �nd the point at which δwage
δeduc = 0. To start, take the

derivative of the regression equation with respect to education:

log(wage) = β0 + βEducEduc+ βEduc2Educ
2 + u

δwage

δeduc

1

wage
= βEduc + 2βEduc2Educ = 0

→ Educ = − βEduc
2βEduc2

Though we don't know the true values of βEduc and βEduc2 we can substitute in β̂Educ and
β̂Educ2 from the Stata regression output:

Educ = − βEduc
2βEduc2

Educ = − .1327884

2(−.0025924)
= 25.611

However, in order to know if this value of education gives us a maximum or minimum log-wage,
we need to look at the second derivative of the regression equation:

δ2wage

δeduc2
= 2βEduc2 = 2(−.0025924) < 0

Since the second derivative is negative we know the function is concave and the value we found is
where log-wage is maximized. Therefore, we can say that, according to the regression estimates,
the log-wage is maximized at 25.6 years of education.

Problem 2

Next, please estimate the e�ect of categorical factors on wages using the following speci�cation:

wage = β0 + βMarriedMarried+ βUrbanUrban+ βSouthSouth+ u

where Urban = 1 if the respondent lives in an Metropolitan Statistical Area and 0 otherwise, and
South = 1 if the respondent lives in the South and 0 otherwise, and Married = 1 if the respondent
is married and 0 otherwise.
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a. Please construct and interpret a 90% con�dence interval for βUrban

Code: reg wage married urban south, level(90)

Answer:

As shown in the Stata output, we are 90% con�dent that, holding all else constant, living in
an urban area is associated with earning on average between $122.67 and $216.23 more than
non-urban areas.

b. Please construct and interpret a 99% con�dence interval for β0

Answer: To answer this we can utilize the info from the Stata output:

β̂0 ± SEβ0
∗ Tcrit,99%

705.4899± (49.7946) ∗ (2.576)

→ (577.21, 833.76)

We are 99% con�dent that on average an unmarried person living in the rural north earns
between $577.21 and $833.76 a month.

Problem 3

Finally, please estimate the e�ect of continuous and categorical factors on wages using the following
speci�cation:

log(wage) = β0 + βEducEduc+ βUrbanUrban+ βEUEduc ∗ Urban+ u

a. Please construct and carefully interpret a 90% con�dence interval for βEduc.

Code:
gen EU = educ*urban
reg lwage educ urban EU, level(90)

Answer:
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As can be seen from the Stata output, we are 90% con�dent that the return to an additional
year of education for someone in a non-urban area is, on average, between 2.35% and 6.04%.

b. Many large �rms locate in and around cities, and therefore the returns to education may depend
on whether one lives in a urban or rural location. Please conduct a two-sided hypothesis test to
evaluate this question, using the 99% level of con�dence. Please interpret your results.

Answer: If the return to education depends where someone lives, the coe�cient on the inter-
action term, βEU , would be statistically di�erent from zero. Therefore we test the following
hypothesis:

H0: βEU = 0
HA: βEU 6= 0

From the output in part a. we can see that the p-value for β̂EU is .107. Since .107 is greater
than .01, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the slope of the interaction is di�erent from
zero. In other words, we cannot reject the assertion that the returns to education are the same
across urban and rural locations.
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